Syllabus for EE135 winter 2008

Electromagnetic fields and waves

Tue – Thu 6:00 – 7:45 room 192 engineering II bldg.

Lab EE136 schedule to be determined first class, 2 sessions offered, each 3 hours

**Attendance will be required in the labs**


The first 9 chapters will be covered in order, following the text fairly closely.

Instructor: Emeritus Prof. D. M. Wiberg, UCSC EE Dept., Office 241A

Office hours: before and after class, or by appt 295-1420, email don_wiberg@hotmail.com

1 open book midterm 35%, 10 homeworks, 15%, open book final 50%

**No late hw accepted.** Hw assigned on Tue, due on following Tue, answers provided and discussed. Hw is an important part of the course, and exams will be based in part on understanding the HW.